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Answer: C

QUESTION: 109
Which feature places a sender's IP address in a penalty box for sending messages to
multiple invalid email addresses?

A. Invalid Recipient Handling
B. Directory Harvest Attack
C. Bounce Attack Detection
D. Bad Sender Detection

Answer: B

QUESTION: 110
A customer receives large amounts of non-spam mail from thousands of different users,
which consumes significant resources on Symantec Messaging Gateway 9.5. Which
feature should be enabled to improve system performance while minimizing the risk of
false positives?

A. SMTP authentication
B. Fastpass
C. whitelisting
D. sender authentication

Answer: B

QUESTION: 111
An organization wants to be extremely aggressive in identifying new and emerging virus
threats. Which action should be recommended?

A. Enable rapid response definitions.
B. Enable email virus attack prevention.
C. Set the virus policy to automatically delete viruses.
D. Set LiveUpdate to check for definitions everyminute.

Answer: A
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QUESTION: 112
What happens to a message after it has been identified as a suspect virus and placed into
the suspect virus quarantine?

A. It is automatically deleted after 7 days.
B. It is rescanned when the configured hold time haselapsed.
C. It is placed in the administrator's queue for review.
D. It is forwarded to Symantec SecurityResponse.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 113
True file typing is a feature used to combat which behavior?

A. spamming
B. renaming
C. phishing
D. spimming

Answer: B

QUESTION: 114
How does enabling and configuring sender authentication options in Symantec Messaging
Gateway 9.5 help to protect against spam?

A. by protecting against messages sent from trusted partners
B. by protecting against messages sent using a Sendmail MTA
C. by protecting against messages with a forged message ID
D. by protecting against messages with forged sender domains

Answer: D

QUESTION: 115
Having received a targeted attack from a spoofed email domain, a company wants to take
advantage of DKIM validation for inbound mail. The messaging administrator has enabled
sender authentication and DKIM validation and now needs to configure a content filtering
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policyto quarantine any messages that fail. Which condition should be met for the content
filtering policy to fire?

A. The envelope sender email address contains "dkim=fail".
B. The message header contains "dkim=fail".
C. The file metadata MIME type is "dkim=fail".
D. The text in the subject, body, or attachments contains "dkim=fail".

Answer: B
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